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In many literatures, scholars study summarized attribute preferences: overall evaluative summaries of an attribute
(e.g., a person's liking for the attribute “attractive” in a mate). But we know little about how people form these
ideas about their likes and dislikes in the first place, in part because of a dearth of paradigms that enable
researchers to experimentally change people's attribute preferences. Drawing on theory and methods in covariation detection and social cognition, we developed a paradigm that examines how people infer summarized
preferences for novel attributes from functional attribute preferences: the extent to which the attribute predicts an
individual's evaluations across multiple targets (e.g., a person's tendency to positively evaluate mates who are
more vs. less attractive). In three studies, participants encountered manipulated information about their own
functional preference for a novel attribute in a set of targets. They then inferred a summarized preference for the
attribute. Summarized preferences corresponded strongly to the functional preference manipulation when targets varied on only one attribute. But additional complexity (in the form of a second novel attribute) caused
summarized and functional preferences to diverge, and biases emerged: Participants reported stronger summarized preferences for the attribute when the population of targets possessed more of the attribute on average
(regardless of functional preference strength). We also documented some support for a standard-of-comparison
mechanism to explain this inferential bias. These studies elucidate factors that may warp the translation process
from people's experienced evaluative responses in the world to their overall, summary judgments about their
attribute preferences.
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1. Introduction
In the course of their everyday lives, people experience various
preferences for attributes: Someone might evaluate potential romantic
partners more positively to the extent that they are geeky, or experience
curries as more negative to the extent that they are spicy. Such preferences have been termed functional attribute preferences (Ledgerwood,
Eastwick, & Smith, 2018) or drivers of liking (Lawless & Heymann,
2010), and they reflect the extent to which a given attribute (e.g.,
spiciness) drives an individual's liking for a series of targets (e.g., curries) that vary in their level of the attribute.
But humans—perhaps uniquely among animals—can also construct
and express an overall, summary evaluative judgment of an attribute,
abstracted from any one specific target. In other words, people have
knowledge about the attributes they like and dislike. A person might
think about her overall penchant for geekiness in romantic partners, or
exclaim to her friend: “Ugh, I hate spiciness in curries!” Such preferences have been termed summarized attribute preferences

⁎

(Ledgerwood et al., 2018), and they reflect a person's overall evaluation
of an attribute with respect to a given set of targets (e.g., how positively
or negatively a person feels about the attribute spiciness).
It turns out that we know surprisingly little, as scientists, about how
these two kinds of attitudes toward attributes are related to each other.
When people think about or express a summarized attribute preference
(e.g., how much they like geekiness in a partner), do they draw on a
corresponding functional attribute preference (e.g., the extent to which
geekiness has driven their liking of previously encountered partners),
and if so, how? Logically, people should learn that they like the attributes that have actually driven their liking in the past, and many literatures assume that functional and summarized attribute preferences
are linked (see Ledgerwood et al., 2018, for a review). Yet the process
by which people might translate functional into summarized preferences remains opaque. One impediment to shedding light on this
issue is that scholars have rarely been able to manipulate participants'
attribute preferences; relative to attitudes toward objects, attitudes toward attributes have proven far more “difficult to alter” (Eagly &
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Chaiken, 1993, p. 237). If there is truth to Lewin's aphorism “If you
want truly to understand something, try to change it” (Stam, 1996),
then scholars do not understand attribute preferences particularly well.
The present manuscript examines—and elucidates factors that may
warp or bias—the process by which people translate their experienced
evaluative responses in the world (specifically, their functional attribute preferences) into overall, summary judgments (specifically, their
summarized preferences). To this end, we generated an experimental
framework that can illuminate the basic processes by which people
form summarized attribute preferences for novel traits. We begin by
identifying whether people can observe a functional preference for a
continuously varying attribute and translate it into a summarized preference judgment—a domain-general form of inference that relies on
people's ability to detect the covariation between targets' attributes and
their valenced responses to those targets. Then, we consider whether
certain factors might bias this functional-to-summarized inference
process: For example, does the complexity of the task hinder this inferential process, and does complexity cause people to rely on heuristics
or biases?
We ground our investigation of these issues in the extant literature
on covariation detection (Alloy & Tabachnik, 1984; Klayman & Ha,
1987), which has examined a structurally similar question of how
people make inferences about simple binary predictors and outcomes.
We build on this literature to examine people's attitudes toward continuous attributes (see Chow, Colagiuri, & Livesey, 2019; Marsh & Ahn,
2009); this rare design feature allows us to ask new questions about
biases that may emerge in contexts where some attributes are prominent relative to other attributes.

olive oils if the olive oils he likes tend to be fruitier than the olive oils he
dislikes (Delgado & Guinard, 2011); an individual would exhibit a
strong functional attribute preference for attractiveness if the partners
she likes tended to be more attractive than the partners she dislikes
(Eastwick & Finkel, 2008). Researchers who study nonhuman animals
can only examine functional preferences, as animals (of course) cannot
report summarized preferences. For instance, female satin bowerbirds
are more attracted to males who exhibit more (vs. less) intense courtship displays (Patricelli, Uy, Walsh, & Borgia, 2002), and female
swallows are more attracted to males with longer (vs. shorter) tail ornaments (Møller, 1988). Ledgerwood et al. (2018) outlines the conceptual difference between summarized and functional preferences and
distinguishes it from other important demarcations in the attitude literature (e.g., indirect vs. direct measurement strategies, general vs.
specific attitudes, and attitudes vs. behaviors).
People presumably experience functional attribute preferences
across a wide variety of domains in the course of their everyday activities (e.g., when evaluating teammates that vary in intelligence;
Caruso, Rahnev, & Banaji, 2009). But when people need to make a
summarized attribute preference judgment (e.g., when describing their
preferences to a friend), do they use their functional preferences to
inform their summarized preferences, and if so, how? If someone has
experienced greater positivity toward increasing intelligent teammates
in the past, then we might expect him to translate this functional preference into a summarized preference such as “Intelligence is very
important to me in a teammate.” Indeed, humans often use past experiences to inform their predictions about the future (Schacter &
Addis, 2007; Suddendorf & Corballis, 2007); in this way, summarized
preferences might ultimately be useful in guiding subsequent decisions
(Wang, Eastwick, & Ledgerwood, 2019).
Yet, the modest existing literature on the extent to which summarized attribute preferences reflect functional attribute preferences
suggests that the process of inferring summarized from functional
preferences might not be straightforward: The correspondence between
the two seems to vary considerably depending on the nature of the
judgment task. For example, participants' summarized preferences for
attributes correspond moderately strongly with their functional preferences (r = ~0.20) in controlled contexts (e.g., evaluating photographs/descriptions of other people; Caruso et al., 2009; Eastwick &
Smith, 2018; Wood & Brumbaugh, 2009). But in contexts where people
have relatively immersive experiences with partners (e.g., face-to-face
interactions), this correlation is r < 0.05 and not reliably significant
(for a review, see Ledgerwood et al., 2018). This pattern of findings is
consistent with the possibility that people are better able to translate
their experienced evaluations into abstract judgments (i.e., functional
preferences into summarized preferences) to the extent that the evaluative context is simple rather than complex. In the current manuscript, we investigate the possibility that complexity might hinder
people's ability to infer a summarized preference from a functional
preference. To do so, we create a paradigm that strips down a complicated interpersonal setting to its core components, enabling us to
manipulate and examine the effect of complexity on the very basic
social-cognitive process of translating functional preferences into
summarized preferences.

1.1. Summarized and functional attribute preferences
A recent theoretical paper distinguished between two ways of
conceptualizing an attitude toward an attribute (Ledgerwood et al.,
2018). Summarized attribute preferences are evaluative summaries (i.e.,
overall attitudes) of an attribute, trait, or quality—any dimension that
can describe an attitude object to a greater or lesser extent. This construct appears in many literatures, including research on preferences for
personality traits in other people (Anderson, 1968; Huang,
Ledgerwood, & Eastwick, in press), preferences for attributes in a mate
(e.g., Buss, 1989; Fletcher, Simpson, Thomas, & Giles, 1999; Hill,
1945), preferences for attributes in pets (Cohen and Todd, in press),
preferences for features of workplaces (e.g., Kristof, 1996; Wood,
Lowman, Harms, & Roberts, 2019), and the “value” component of
classic expectancy-value models of attitudes (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).
Commonly, summarized preferences are measured as a single numerical
value on an explicit self-report rating scale (e.g., a participant might
rate the desirability of informality in a workplace or attractiveness in a
mate as an “8” on a 9-point scale from 1 = not at all desirable to
9 = extremely desirable; Buss, 1989; Wood et al., 2019).
Functional attribute preferences refer to the extent to which (a) the
amount of an attribute, trait, or quality in each of a series of attitude
objects (e.g., people, mates, pets, workplaces) drives (b) an individual's
evaluation of each of those objects (Ledgerwood et al., 2018).1 An individual would exhibit a strong functional preference for fruitiness in

1.2. Summarized preference formation as a covariation detection task

1

This construct has been called a “revealed preference” in some prior work
(Wood & Brumbaugh, 2009). We instead use the term “functional attribute
preference” because, in the behavioral economics and judgment and decisionmaking literatures, the meaning of the term revealed preference is quite broad
(Beshears, Choi, Laibson, & Madrian, 2008; Samuelson, 1948). A revealed
preference may refer to any observable behavior, and studies that examine the
correspondence between stated and revealed preferences are typically examining the attitude-behavior relationship—a well-studied topic in social psychology (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977; Fazio, 1990). The focus of the present
manuscript is the correspondence between two kinds of evaluations, not the
attitude-behavior relationship.

There is little research that directly addresses how people translate a
functional attribute preference into a summarized preference
(Ledgerwood et al., 2018), but several studies on covariation detection
(also called contingency judgments) are conceptually analogous despite
not typically involving evaluative judgments. Covariation detection refers to the process of determining the extent to which two variables
(often called the cue and the outcome) are related to one another (Alloy
& Tabachnik, 1984; Crocker, 1981, 1982; Klayman & Ha, 1987; Schaller
& O'Brien, 1992; Trolier & Hamilton, 1986; Vadillo, Blanco, Yarritu, &
2
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Matute, 2016). Classic covariation detection examples include identifying whether bakery products will or will not rise depending whether
yeast has or has not been added to dough (Shaklee & Mims, 1981) and
whether a patient will or will not develop a disease depending on
whether she has or has not displayed a particular symptom (Smedslund,
1963).
This process of covariation detection might mirror the process that
takes place when people form and report their summarized preferences.
That is, when prompted to disclose a summarized preference, people
should presumably consult and consolidate their personal experiences
with the relevant objects that possessed the attribute to varying degrees
(Fazio, 1987; Fazio, Lenn, & Effrein, 1984). For example, when
prompted with a preference rating scale for the item intelligent, a person
may observe the extent to which the intelligence of several potential
teammates covaries with her desire to have those teammates on her
team (i.e., a functional attribute preference) and use this information to
infer how much she values intelligence (i.e., a summarized attribute
preference; Caruso et al., 2009).
Covariation detection is not, however, always accurate (Vadillo
et al., 2016). For example, increasing the demands of the covariation
task (e.g., via informational complexity, cognitive load, or demands on
working memory) decreases participants' ability to estimate the correlation between the cue and the outcome (Arkes & Harkness, 1983;
Shaklee & Mims, 1982; Shaklee & Tucker, 1980; Ward & Jenkins,
1965). Furthermore, of special relevance to the present studies, the
addition of a third piece of information (above and beyond the cue and
the outcome) can cause people to shift their covariation judgments
away from the true contingency contained in the data: Sometimes
participants perceive a covariation that is not actually present (as in the
case of pseudocorrelations), and sometimes they overestimate or underestimate the strength of the true covariation (as in the case of
overshadowing; Fiedler, Freytag, & Meiser, 2009; Price & Yates, 1993;
Schaller & O'Brien, 1992; see also Kelley, 1973).
Thus, it seems possible that people may form summarized preferences by drawing on basic processes identified in the covariation
detection literature—although to our knowledge, this possibility has
never been empirically tested. On the one hand, the recently delineated
distinction between functional and summarized preferences for attributes (Ledgerwood et al., 2018) certainly suggests that covariation
detection approaches could be fruitfully applied to the domain of attitudes toward attributes, perhaps along with the moderating role of
cognitive demands. On the other hand, most of the covariation detection literature examines binary and/or discrete cues and outcomes
(Allan & Jenkins, 1983; Vadillo et al., 2016) rather than continuous
attributes that vary as a dimension (for two exceptions, see Chow et al.,
2019; Freytag, 2003), and research suggests that people have difficulty
extracting summarized judgments of continuous data (Fisher & Keil,
2018). The studies reported in this manuscript are the first to systematically test whether basic principles of covariation detection can be
applied to understanding the formation of summarized attribute preferences.

the outcome). We conceptualized a summarized attribute preference (our
dependent variable) as an overall summary evaluation of the relevant
attribute, just like in typical studies of mate preferences.
We began in Study 1 by testing whether participants were able to
translate a functional attribute preference into a corresponding summarized attribute preference. Insofar as this process mirrors how people
approach a classic covariation detection task, stronger functional preferences should lead to higher summarized preference judgments—at
least when the task is simple and involves only a single trait. However,
since real people are complex—they have multiple traits—we also included more complex conditions in which the targets had two (uncorrelated) traits to see if increasing the complexity of the stimuli
would interfere with participants' performance (as proposed in
Ledgerwood et al., 2018; see Model 1).
In Studies 2 and 3, we continued our investigation of how people
infer summarized from functional attribute preferences under differing
conditions of complexity by considering what kinds of factors might
produce biases in such contexts. In particular, we zeroed in on one
potentially important source of bias in this process in the mating domain: the overall amount of an attribute in a population of targets (i.e.,
whether a pool of potential mates has a low or high level of an attribute
on average, as proposed in Ledgerwood et al., 2018; see Model 3). In
these studies, we equated functional preferences across conditions but
manipulated the amount of the attribute present in the population of
targets to see if participants' summarized preferences would be affected
nonetheless. Study 3 identified a standard-of-comparison mechanism
that potentially explains the bias that participants exhibited in Study 2.
1.3.1. Common details across study designs
These studies used an imaginary setting—just like many classic and
contemporary psychological studies that investigate basic social processes (e.g., Almaraz, Hugenberg, & Young, 2018; Callahan &
Ledgerwood, 2016; Fiedler, Walther, Freytag, & Stryczek, 2002;
Gauthier & Tarr, 1997)—to maintain high experimental control and to
limit the likelihood that participants' prior expectations would make
their summarized attribute preferences difficult to alter (see Eagly &
Chaiken, 1993). Specifically, these studies used a novel adaptation of a
paradigm developed in the attitudes literature to generate new attitudes, called Beanfest (Fazio, Eiser, & Shook, 2004; Fazio, Pietri,
Rocklage, & Shook, 2015). The typical Beanfest paradigm explores how
participants learn to distinguish which beans provide positive versus
negative outcomes (typically gaining versus losing points) given the
various attributes (e.g., roundness) of the beans. Essentially, our new
adaptation of Beanfest substituted potential dating partners for beans
and an imaginary attribute “Melb” for bean roundness. Participants
encountered functional preference information by experiencing the
covariation between (a) the amount of Melb 24 potential mates had and
(b) whether going on a date with each potential mate resulted in positive outcomes (gaining 10 points) or negative outcomes (losing 10
points). Similar to the original Beanfest paradigm, the point allocation
was designed to elicit attitude formation toward novel objects—in this
case, more liking for the dates who possessed more (versus less) Melb
(i.e., a functional preference for Melb). After experiencing this functional attribute preference information, participants then reported their
own summarized preference for Melb (e.g., “How much do you value
Melb in a romantic partner?”) as the dependent measure.
For all studies, we report all conditions, all exclusions, and all dependent measures relevant to our a priori hypotheses, which are described below. (All measures in the study are available at https://osf.io/
5kpbj).

1.3. The current research
In the present research, we adapted the covariation detection
paradigms described above in order to investigate the social-cognitive
process of forming a summarized attribute preference—that is, how
people learn about a summarized preference in the first place when
they encounter a given attribute for the first time. We situated our investigation in scenarios that involved a simplified version of mate
preferences—the literature in which summarized preferences have been
studied most extensively—to provide a launchpad for future research in
this domain. We conceptualized a functional attribute preference (our
independent variable) as the covariation between the presence of a
relevant attribute (i.e., the cue) in a group of targets and how positively
each target was evaluated (whether the target was likeable or not; i.e.,

1.3.2. Recruitment, screening, and sample size criteria
All participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) and paid $0.55 to complete an online survey that lasted approximately 10 min. MTurk workers were only eligible to participate if
they had not completed a previous study in this line of work, if they
3
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lived in the United States, and if they had a HIT approval rating of at
least 95%. Toward the end of each study, participants answered an
attention-check question: “To show us that you have been paying attention to the instructions, please select the ‘Other’ option below, instead of indicating your actual region of origin.” Participants who failed
the attention check were excluded from analyses.2 For all studies, race/
ethnicity, relationship status, and sexual orientation information is reported in the Supplemental materials (see Appendix B).
All research designs were between subjects. The three studies described in this manuscript built on a series of prior studies in which we
examined how people form judgments about other people's summarized
preferences (see Appendix C); all analyses for the studies described in
the main text were planned a priori and precisely mimic the analyses
we conducted for the three earlier studies reported in Appendix C. In
the studies for which the planned analyses involved testing for 2 × 2
interactions, we aimed to recruit 100 participants per cell. Power
analyses conducted in G*Power indicated that a cell size of n = 100
provided 80% power to detect a simple main effect size of d = 0.40
(approximately the average reported effect size in social-personality
psychology; Richard, Bond, & Stokes-Zoota, 2003) with alpha set at
0.05. In the studies that tested 2 × 3 interactions, we recruited 200
participants per cell. The larger sample size of 200 participants per cell
gave us 98% power to detect a simple main effect size of d = 0.40 with
alpha level set at 0.05. We further maximized power by conducting a
single-paper meta-analysis, which we present at the conclusion of Study
3.

person had, the larger their red orb was. Participants in the high
complexity condition learned that they lived on a planet where people
had varying levels of Melb and varying levels of an additional trait
called Flobe—the ability to float in the air. Flobe was depicted as a
glowing, golden disk floating underneath an individual's feet. The more
Flobe a person had, the larger the golden disk.
2.1.2.2. Covariation detection task. Participants then played a game
called “DateFest” where the goal was to gain points by making
rewarding dating decisions. DateFest paralleled the classic BeanFest
(Fazio et al., 2004, 2015) paradigm used to assess attitude formation
toward novel stimuli in a virtual world. Participants were told that they
were going to a party where they would meet 24 different party guests
(presented in a random order) and that they must decide whether they
would “go on a date” or “not go on the date” with each one. Each party
guest was represented by a stick figure with a trivial name (e.g., Person
A, Person B; Fig. 1) and was depicted on a single slide. Participants were
told that some of the dates they went on would be “good experiences
that you'll be happy to have had” whereas others would be “bad
experiences that you'll wish you hadn't had,” and that “in order to gain
points, you have to learn which is which.” Participants were told that
while playing the game that they should “try to get an idea of what
makes a date good and what makes a date bad, as well as how much
Melb (or Melb and Flobe) each person had.” Stimuli properties for all
studies are presented in the Supplemental materials, Appendix A.
2.1.2.3. Manipulating participants' functional preference strength. We
manipulated participants' functional preference for Melb by varying
the strength of the covariation between the amount of Melb each of the
24 potential mates had and whether choosing a given date led them to
gain or lose points. Twelve party guests were associated with a positive
valence; going on these dates earned participants 10 points. The
remaining twelve party guests were associated with a negative
valence, and going on these dates lost participants 10 points (Fig. 2).
In the weak functional preference condition, the party guests that
caused participants to earn versus lose points had very similar average
values of Melb: The average Melb of the good dates was 7 and the
average Melb of the bad dates was 6 (i.e., Melb was a weak predictor of
whether dates were rewarding; Fig. 3, top). In the strong functional
preference condition, the guests that caused participants to gain versus
lose points had very different average values of Melb: The average Melb
of the good dates was 9 and the average Melb of the bad dates was 4
(i.e., Melb was a strong predictor of whether dates were rewarding;
Fig. 3, bottom). The overall average Melb of all 24 potential mates was
held constant across the weak functional preference and strong functional preference conditions (i.e., the average Melb was always 6.5). A
successful manipulation check of functional preference strength would
reveal that the difference in the Melb of participants' accepted/approached versus rejected/avoided dates is larger in the strong than the
weak functional preference condition.
We did not manipulate the functional preference strength of Flobe.
As stated above, Flobe was simply included as a manipulation of stimuli
complexity. To ensure that Flobe was equally likeable across both the
weak and strong Melb functional preference conditions, the good dates
always had an average Flobe of 8 and the bad dates always had an
average Flobe of 5. Melb and Flobe levels were chosen so that the two
traits did not correlate with one another (r = 0.03) across targets.
If participants chose not to go on a date with a guest, they neither
gained nor lost any points, although after reporting their decision, they
learned whether they would have gained or lost points if they had gone
on the date (thereby ensuring that all participants learned the functional preference information to a similar extent). Thus, as in the original version of Beanfest, the game was designed to motivate participants to explore and assess the stimuli in their virtual environment,
leading them to form more positive evaluations of the novel objects that
were associated with gaining (vs. losing) points in the process (Fazio

2. Study 1
In Study 1, we experimentally manipulated the strength of the
functional attribute preference (weak versus strong functional preference) as well as the complexity of the stimuli participants viewed
(low versus high complexity). After participants experienced their
functional attribute preference for a novel attribute Melb, they then
reported their summarized preference for Melb. Drawing on the mating
and covariation detection research described above, we hypothesized
that the strength of the functional attribute preference would influence
participants' judgments of the summarized preference for that attribute,
but that this effect would be stronger when participants were evaluating low rather than high complexity stimuli.
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
Participants were 405 workers recruited from MTurk. Forty-one
participants who completed the survey were excluded (as planned a
priori) from any subsequent analyses because they selected the incorrect response to the attention check item, making our final sample
size 364 Mechanical Turk workers (41.5% male; aged 18–79,
Mage = 37.8, SD = 12.4).
2.1.2. Procedure
Participants watched a 2-min, illustrated video containing the
background and instructions for the study. Participants were told to
imagine that they lived on another planet where people had many
different powers.
2.1.2.1. Manipulating stimuli complexity. Participants in the low
complexity condition learned that they lived on a planet where
people had the ability to move objects with their minds. This ability
was called Melb and people had varying levels of it. Melb was depicted
as a glowing, red orb centered on a person's head. The more Melb a
2
Including the participants who provided an incorrect answer to the attention
check revealed identical conclusions to the hypothesis tests reported below.

4
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Low Complexity Condition

Note: Two examples of the 24 stimuli used in the low complexity (Melb only) condition.
High Complexity Condition

Note: Two examples of the 24 stimuli used in the high complexity (Melb and Flobe) condition.
Fig. 1. Example stimuli. Note: The top panel depicts two examples of the 24 stimuli used in the low complexity (Melb only) condition. The bBottom panel depicts two
examples of the 24 stimuli used in the high complexity (Melb and Flobe) condition.

et al., 2015).

various dates. To confirm that this manipulation successfully induced
participants to experience a stronger functional preference for Melb in
the strong (vs. weak) functional preference condition, we compared
participants' functional preference for Melb (the difference in the Melb
of participants' accepted/approached versus rejected/avoided dates) in
the two functional preference conditions. As expected, participants'
average functional preference for Melb was stronger in the strong
functional preference condition than in the weak functional preference
condition, F(1, 360) = 648.55, p < .001, partial η2 = 0.64, confirming
that our manipulation was successful.3 Participants in the weak functional preference condition said “yes” to dates with an average Melb
(M = 6.80, SD = 0.47) that was somewhat higher than the dates to

2.1.2.4. Participants' summarized preference for Melb. After playing
DateFest, participants responded to the following four questions,
which comprised the dependent measure: “How important is Melb to
you in a romantic partner?”, “How much do you value Melb in a
romantic partner?,” “How desirable is Melb to you in a romantic
partner?,” and “To what extent does Melb characterize your ideal
romantic partner?” on scales from 1 (not at all) to 9 (extremely). These
four items were highly reliable (α = 0.97) and were thus averaged to
form a scale reflecting participants' summarized preference for Melb.
2.2. Results

3
We also checked to make sure that the manipulation was equally effective
across complexity conditions, and it was: Complexity did not moderate the
effect of the functional preference manipulation on participants' accept vs. reject decisions, F(1, 358) = 0.01, p = .915, partial η2 = 0.00.

2.2.1. Manipulation check
In this study, we attempted to manipulate the strength of participants' own functional preferences via the points gained versus lost by
5
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Date is not rewarding:

Date is rewarding:

Date would not have been rewarding:

Date would have been rewarding:

Fig. 2. Screenshots from Datefest.
Note: Participants made their decision about whether to go on the date or to not go on the date prior to seeing the effect the decision had on their score. Only the low
complexity stimuli are presented here. High complexity stimuli included information about varying values with accompanying visual illustrations of Flobe (as seen in
Fig. 1).

whom they said “no” (M = 6.11, SD = 0.58); in the strong functional
preference condition, participants said “yes” to dates with an average
Melb (M = 8.48, SD = 0.84) that was considerably higher than the
dates to whom they said “no” (M = 4.33, SD = 0.81). In other words,
our novel manipulation of functional preference strength strongly influenced participants' own functional preferences as indexed by their
decisions to approach (accept) or avoid (reject) a potential date. (For
details on participants' performance at the task, such as the number of
points earned, see Supplemental materials Appendix G.)

(Fig. 4).
We conducted planned tests of simple main effects to further unpack
this interaction. When complexity was low (Melb only), participants'
summarized preference for Melb was substantially higher in the strong
(M = 7.85, SD = 1.65) than the weak (M = 4.48, SD = 2.33) functional
preference condition, F(1, 360) = 171.73, p < .001, d = 1.69. In
contrast, when complexity was high (both Melb and Flobe), this effect
was smaller but still significant: Participants' summarized preferences
were higher in the strong (M = 7.59, SD = 1.53) than the weak
(M = 5.89, SD = 1.56) functional preference condition, F(1,
360) = 36.78, p < .001, d = 1.12.

2.2.2. Planned primary analyses
A 2 (functional preference strength: weak vs. strong) x 2 (stimuli
complexity: low vs. high) between-subjects ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of functional preference strength, F(1,
360) = 177.58, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.33, and a significant main effect for
stimuli complexity, F(1, 360) = 9.28, p = .002, ηp2 = 0.03.
Importantly, the interaction between functional preference strength
and the complexity of the stimuli was significant, F(1, 360) = 19.23,
p < .001, ηp2 = 0.05, indicating that complexity attenuated the effect
of functional preference strength on summarized preference judgments

2.3. Discussion
This study demonstrated that participants can successfully infer
their own summarized attribute preference from a corresponding
functional attribute preference, and furthermore, that this ability is
attenuated when evaluating more complex stimuli. Participants in the
strong functional preference condition indicated that Melb was significantly more desirable to them than participants in the weak
6
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Weak functional preference for Melb

Strong functional preference for Melb

Fig. 3. Study 1 - functional preference strength distributions for Melb.
Note: The amount of Melb each person was assigned is on the horizontal axis. A small mean difference between the average Melb of the people pictured in white
versus gray implies a weak functional preference for Melb (top). A large mean difference between the average Melb of the people pictured in white versus gray implies
a strong functional preference for Melb (bottom).

functional preference condition, but the addition of Flobe reduced the
size of this effect, perhaps because it interfered with the process of
translating the functional preference for Melb into a summarized attribute preference. In this way, the addition of Flobe may have increased
demands on working memory (Klayman & Ha, 1987; Pechmann &
Ratneshwar, 1992; Schaller & O'Brien, 1992); it may have functioned
analogously to mechanisms underlying the overshadowing effect (Price
& Yates, 1993), a phenomenon in which the presence of one strong
predictor makes it more challenging for participants to accurately learn
the importance of an additional predictor.
This study is the first to experimentally demonstrate that people can
infer summarized preferences from functional preferences, and that
complexity can hinder the correspondence between the two. But of
course, the real world is more complex still: After all, the stimuli in the
current study varied on only two traits, whereas most attitude objects in
real life—especially real people—vary on large number of attributes.

Interestingly, we can observe a real-world analog to our experimental
findings: Correlational data suggests that the association between
functional and summarized preferences is larger in contexts involving
photographs and descriptions (i.e., when people are considering relatively simple targets) than it is in face-to-face interactions (i.e., when
people are considering relatively complex targets; Huang et al., in press;
Ledgerwood et al., 2018). Thus, our Study 1 findings could represent
one mechanism that explains why functional-summarized correspondence varies with the complexity of targets in the real-world.
3. Study 2
In Study 2, we investigated the possibility that the process of
translating a functional into a summarized attribute preference might
sometimes be biased by incidental factors. In the covariation detection
literature, one such factor is the frequency with which participants
7
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Fig. 4. Study 1 results.
Note: Error bars indicate one standard error above and below the mean.

encounter the covarying variables of interest. Specifically, the cuedensity bias refers to the tendency for participants to judge the covariation between a cue and an outcome to be stronger when the cue appears frequently rather than infrequently (e.g., on 80% vs. 50% of trials;
Allan & Jenkins, 1983; Perales, Catena, Shanks, & González, 2005;
Vadillo, Musca, Blanco, & Matute, 2011; Vadillo et al., 2016). Although
this bias has been studied in the context of categorical (rather than
continuous) variables, we suspected that it would generalize to continuous attributes given that Study 1 provided initial evidence for the
generalizability of basic covariation detection processes to summarized
preference formation. Thus, we predicted that participants' summarized
preferences would shift along with the average amount of an attribute
in the population of targets. That is, participants should report stronger
summarized preferences to the extent that the attribute is higher, on
average, in the full population of (point-awarding and point-subtracting) potential partners.
In Study 2, we manipulated the average quantity (low versus high)
of Melb present in a group of potential mates and again asked participants to make summarized preference judgments. We held the functional preference for Melb constant across the low and high quantity
Melb conditions, thus ensuring that any mean difference in participants'
summarized preference judgments between the low and high Melb
conditions could be explained only by the quantity of Melb in the environment, not by the actual functional preference. In addition, we
again manipulated stimuli complexity (low versus high); given the
pattern of results we observed in Study 1, it seemed possible that the
biasing effect of attribute quantity might be more likely to emerge
under conditions of high complexity (i.e., when adding the attribute
Flobe). In other words, adding an extraneous variable for participants to
monitor might cause judgments of summarized preferences to be unduly influenced by incidental factors that do not actually reflect underlying functional preferences.

priori) from any subsequent analyses because they selected the incorrect response to the attention check item, making our final sample
size 358 Mechanical Turk workers (41.3% male; aged 18–77,
Mage = 39.0, SD = 13.0).
3.1.2. Procedure
The procedure was identical to Study 1 except for the following
change: Instead of manipulating functional preference strength, we
manipulated attribute quantity by introducing participants to 24 targets
who, on average, had either relatively low quantities of Melb (average
Melb = 5.5) or high quantities of Melb (average Melb = 7.5; see Fig. 5).
The functional preference for Melb was held constant across these two
attribute quantity conditions, and was designed to be of moderate
strength (i.e., the average Melb of the dates who earned points was
always 3 units higher than the average Melb of the dates who subtracted
points). This means that regardless of whether the average quantity of
Melb in the population of targets was low or high, Melb levels predicted
whether dates were rewarding to the same extent. After playing DateFest, participants answered the same four-item summarized preference dependent measure from Study 1 (α = 0.97).
3.2. Results
A planned 2 (attribute quantity: low vs. high) x 2 (stimuli complexity: low vs. high) between-subjects ANOVA indicated that there was
no significant main effect of attribute quantity, F(1, 354) = 0.26,
p = .613, ηp2 = 0.00 nor stimuli complexity, F(1, 354) = 0.004,
p = .949, ηp2 = 0.00. Importantly, the analysis revealed an interaction
between the quantity of Melb in the population and the complexity of
the stimuli, F(1, 354) = 11.57, p = .001, ηp2 = 0.03 (Fig. 6).
Planned simple main effects tests indicated that when complexity
was high, participants' summarized preference for Melb was substantially higher in the high attribute quantity condition (M = 7.10,
SD = 1.65) than in the low attribute quantity condition (M = 6.27,
SD = 2.09), F(1, 354) = 7.77, p = .006, d = 0.44. In other words, when
complexity was high, participants inferred stronger summarized preferences for Melb when the targets they encountered had higher (vs.
lower) levels of this trait, despite the fact that functional preferences for

3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants
Participants were 403 workers recruited from MTurk. Forty-five
participants who completed the survey were excluded (as planned a
8
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Low Quantity Population

High Quantity Population

Fig. 5. Study 2 - attribute quantity distributions for Melb.
Note: The amount of Melb is on the horizontal axis. A low attribute quantity population is one in which the average Melb of the population is relatively low (top), and
a high attribute quantity population is one is which the average Melb of the population is relatively high (bottom). The mean difference in the average Melb between
the people associated with positive outcomes versus negative outcomes (the functional preference for Melb) is moderate (3 units) and identical in both the low and
high quantity populations.

Melb were held constant. In contrast, when stimuli complexity was low,
participants' summarized preference for Melb was slightly lower in the
high (M = 6.39, SD = 2.45) than low (M = 7.00, SD = 1.79) attribute
quantity conditions, F(1, 354) = 4.12, p = .043, d = 0.28. These findings suggest that stimuli complexity moderates the extent to which the
quantity of an attribute in the population influences people's judgments
of a summarized preference for that attribute.

summarized preference for an attribute when the mates in the environment possessed more (vs. less) of that attribute, even though
functional preferences were identical across the two conditions. One
mere additional trait may be sufficient to hinder people's ability to
detect the extent to which an attribute predicts liking, which may in
turn lead them to consider extraneous situational factors (e.g., the
quantity of the attribute in the population) when inferring summarized
from functional preferences.
In contrast, in the low complexity condition, we did not see a pattern reminiscent of the cue-density bias, suggesting that there may be
some important differences between covariation detection with categorical variables and summarized preference formation based on continuous attributes. Indeed, in the present study, the effect of attribute
quantity on summarized preferences was not only eliminated but even
slightly reversed in the low complexity condition. Note, however, that

3.3. Discussion
Study 2 suggested that the quantity of an attribute in a population of
attitude objects can influence people's ability to translate a functional
into summarized preference for that attribute. A pattern reminiscent of
the cue-density bias (Vadillo et al., 2016) emerged in the high complexity condition: Participants inferred that they possessed a stronger
9
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Fig. 6. Study 2 results.
Note: Error bars indicate one standard error above and below the mean.

words, people may tend to compare spontaneously the level of one
attribute against other attributes when information about more than
one attribute is available (e.g., “the good dates stood out as especially
high on Melb relative to Flobe, therefore I really value Melb in a
partner”).
In Study 2, the level of Flobe was kept constant across quantity
conditions to parallel a (common) real-world circumstance in which
two groups differs on one trait but not a second, uncorrelated trait. Of
course, this feature of our study design meant that in the low quantity
condition, the average amount of Melb was always less than the average
amount of Flobe, and in the high quantity condition, the average
amount of Melb was always greater than the average amount of Flobe
(Fig. 7, Unequal Flobe Condition). If participants spontaneously compared Melb with Flobe across targets, Melb would have seemed particularly high (relative to Flobe) in the high (vs. low) quantity condition,
and thus Melb may have become particularly salient as a trait guiding
evaluations of potential mates. In other words, participants may have
perceived the positively valenced targets in the high quantity condition
as having particularly high levels of Melb because they were spontaneously using Flobe as a standard.
To test this account, Study 3 investigated whether participants use
the amount of Flobe present in the environment as a reference standard
when inferring summarized preferences for Melb. Specifically, we created an additional pair of conditions in which the average levels of Melb
equaled the average levels of Flobe in the population (Fig. 7, Equal
Flobe Condition), so that Melb would no longer seem especially high (in
the high attribute quantity condition) or low (in the low attribute
quantity condition) relative to Flobe. If participants were using Flobe as
a referent in the prior studies, then participants' summarized preference
reports should not be affected by the amount of Melb present in the
population in the Equal Flobe conditions. The design of Study 3 thus
effectively disentangles our manipulation of absolute Melb quantity
(high vs. low) from a manipulation of relative Melb compared to Flobe,
allowing us to test whether it is absolute or relative levels of Melb that
bias summarized preference judgments. Study 3 also encompasses a
full, direct replication of Study 2, allowing us to assess the replicability
of those findings across studies.

in subsequent and supplemental studies, we see a null effect rather than
a reversal when complexity is low; thus, we are most confident in the
conclusion that the attribute quantity bias does not emerge under
conditions of low complexity. Regardless, this finding highlights the
importance of empirically testing whether and when key findings in
covariation detection may or may not generalize to contexts involving
continuous attributes (Chow et al., 2019).
4. Study 3
Given that Study 2 identified a novel interaction between complexity and attribute quantity, the next question becomes why complexity causes participants to erroneously use information about the
amount of the attribute present in the population when making summarized preference judgments. What information do participants attend
to as they learn about attribute preferences, and why does adding a
second trait allow the average level of Melb to bias the process of inferring summarized preferences? We drew from classic studies in social
cognition to posit that this pattern of results might arise from a standard-of-comparison mechanism, which refers to the tendency for
people to spontaneously compare a focal target against a currently
salient reference point or standard, and then to contrast the target of
judgment away from the salient standard (Herr, Sherman, & Fazio,
1983; Moskowitz, 2004; Schwarz & Bless, 1992, 2007; Sherif &
Hovland, 1961). In a classic demonstration of this effect, participants
judged an ambiguous target Donald to be less hostile after thinking
about a very hostile vs. nonhostile standard (e.g., Hitler vs. Santa Claus;
Herr, 1986). Participants make these comparisons even when the
standard should not be relevant to the task at hand, as illustrated by
cases where participants' judgments are influenced by salient others'
attitudes (Ledgerwood & Chaiken, 2007), labels on a response scale
(Schwarz, 1999), and trait words flashed on a screen (Moskowitz &
Skurnik, 1999).
When applied to the present studies, the standard-of-comparison
logic suggests that the addition of the second trait Flobe in the high
complexity condition may have provided participants with a reference
standard against which they spontaneously compared Melb. In other
10
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Unequal Flobe Condition

Equal Flobe Condition

Fig. 7. Study 3 - graphical depiction of Melb vs. Flobe of stimuli.
Note: In the unequal Flobe condition (top), the average amount of Melb in the population is not equal to the average about of Flobe in the population (as in the Study 2,
high complexity conditions). In the equal Flobe condition (bottom), we shift the average amount of Flobe in the population to be equal to the average amount of Melb
in the population.

4.1. Method

unequal Flobe condition, and (c) the equal Flobe condition. The no Flobe
condition was identical to the low complexity condition in Study 2
wherein potential mates had, on average, relatively low average
amounts of Melb (average = 5.5) or relatively high average amounts of
Melb (average = 7.5). Just as in previous studies, no information regarding Flobe was provided in this condition. The unequal Flobe condition was identical to the high complexity condition in Study 2. The
average Melb of potential mates was either less than their average
amount of Flobe (low attribute quantity condition: Melb is 5.5 and Flobe
is 6.5) or greater than their average amount of Flobe (high attribute
quantity condition: Melb is 7.5 and Flobe is 6.5; see Fig. 7, Unequal
Flobe Condition). In the equal Flobe condition, we adjusted the average
amount of Flobe to be equal to the average amount of Melb. In the low
attribute quantity condition, the average Melb of potential mates was
5.5, so the average amount of Flobe was adjusted to be 5.5 as well (we
accomplished this by subtracting 1 unit of Flobe from each of the 24
potential mates that appeared in the unequal Flobe condition). In the
high attribute quantity condition, the average Melb of potential mates
was 7.5, so the average amount of Flobe was adjusted to be 7.5 as well
(we accomplished this by adding 1 unit of Flobe to each of the 24 potential mates; see Fig. 7, Equal Flobe Condition).
After playing DateFest, participants completed the same four-item

4.1.1. Participants
Participants were 1227 workers recruited from MTurk. Following
our a priori exclusion criteria, one hundred and twenty-six participants
who completed the survey were excluded for failing the attention
check, making our final sample size 1101 (40.0% male; aged 18–88,
Mage = 37.3, SD = 12.7).
4.1.2. Procedure
Study 3 involved a 2 (attribute quantity: low vs. high) x 3 (reference
standard: no Flobe vs. unequal Flobe vs. equal Flobe) between-subjects
design. The Datefest procedure was largely identical to Studies 1 and 2:
Participants were asked to imagine that they lived on a planet where
people had many different powers and then chose whether or not to go
on dates with 24 potential mates. The attribute quantity factor was
manipulated just as in Study 2, so that the average amount of Melb in
the pool of potential mates was either low or high.
For the reference standard factor, we manipulated the extent to
which participants were able to use the amount of Flobe in the population as a standard against which to judge the relative value of Melb.
This factor had three conditions: (a) the no Flobe condition, (b) the
11
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Fig. 8. Study 3 results.
Note: Error bars indicate one standard error above and below the mean.

summarized preference measure as in Studies 1 and 2 (α = 0.97).

the population of potential mates.

4.2. Results

4.3. Discussion

A planned 2 (attribute quantity: low vs. high Melb) x 3 (reference
standard: no Flobe vs. unequal Flobe vs. equal Flobe) factorial ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect of attribute quantity, F(1,
1095) = 6.12, p = .014, ηp2 = 0.006 and no main effect of reference
standard, F(2, 1095) = 0.056, p = .946, ηp2 = 0.00. The attribute
quantity × reference standard interaction did not reach significance, F
(2, 1095) = 1.79, p = .167, ηp2 = 0.003, although the pattern of results
looked strikingly similar to those observed in Appendix C,
Supplemental Study 3 (see Fig. 8). Given that the significance test for
this interaction was likely underpowered,4 we continued on to conduct
our planned simple main effects analyses, focusing especially on the
effect size estimates in each condition.
Planned simple main effects tests revealed that (replicating Study
2), participants in the unequal Flobe condition expressed substantially
stronger summarized preferences when the quantity of Melb was high
(M = 6.88, SD = 1.83) rather than low (M = 6.26, SD = 2.06), F(1,
1095) = 8.76, p = .003, d = 0.32. In the no Flobe condition, this effect
disappeared: participants' summarized preferences did not differ between the high (M = 6.66, SD = 2.23) and low (M = 6.46, SD = 2.27)
attribute quantity conditions, F(1, 1095) = 0.918, p = .338, d = 0.08.
Of special importance to the present study, in the equal Flobe condition,
the effect of attribute quantity on summarized preference judgments
also disappeared: Participants' summarized preferences did not differ
between the high (M = 6.65, SD = 1.86) and low (M = 6.56,
SD = 1.84) attribute quantity conditions, F(1, 1095) = 0.152, p = .697,
d = 0.05. That is, when Flobe could not be used as a reference standard
by which to judge the relative value of Melb, participants' summarized
preferences for Melb were not biased by the absolute quantity of Melb in

The results of Study 3 provide insight into the mechanism underlying the pattern of bias revealed in Study 2. Specifically, the biasing
effect of attribute level on summarized preferences observed in Study 2
(in the high complexity condition) only emerged in the unequal Flobe
condition, when the relative level of Melb was high or low compared to
Flobe. When Flobe could no longer be used as a standard of comparison
against which to judge Melb as high or low, the biasing effect of attribute level disappeared. In other words, participants inferred stronger
summarized preferences for Melb when there was more Melb in the
overall population relative to another, less abundant trait (Flobe). To
our knowledge, this mechanism has not been identified previously in
the covariation detection literature, perhaps because this literature has
tended to examine binary rather than continuous attributes as cues.
That is, the possibility that a cue may become more salient as a driver of
an outcome to the extent that it is high relative to another cue may apply
uniquely to the study of continuous cues like attributes, highlighting
the new insights that can be gleaned by integrating the covariation
detection literature with the study of summarized attribute preferences.
5. Supplemental studies on others' attribute preferences
To the extent that the findings documented here reflect the basic
social-cognitive processes we have proposed above, we would expect
them to apply similarly across people's inferences about others' preferences for attributes as well as their own preferences for attributes. In
other words, if summarized preferences can be inferred from functional
preferences through a combination of covariation detection and standard of comparison judgments, then we would expect people to show a
similar pattern of responding when making inferences about another
person's summarized preferences (e.g., how much does Casey like Melb
in a partner?) as they do when making inferences about their own
summarized preferences. Indeed, we found very similar results in a
series of studies that asked participants to make inferences about another person's preferences after observing the extent to which Melb and

4

We recognize that our study design may have been underpowered to detect
the two-way interaction here, given that attenuation interactions require very
large sample sizes to detect (Simonsohn, 2014). We address this issue by conducting a within-paper meta-analysis across all of the quantity manipulation
studies we conducted in the next section.
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was significant, χ2 = 7.49, p = .024 (B. McShane, personal communication, March, 27, 2017).
Second, in order to provide a cumulative picture of the effect of Melb
quantity on judgments of others' summarized preferences (the supplemental studies described in Appendices C–F), we meta-analyzed the
effect of Melb quantity from all the relevant “other-preference” studies
that we conducted (i.e., Supplemental Studies 2a, 2b, 2c, 3, and the
liking conditions of Supplemental Study 4). These three effect sizes are
also presented in Fig. 9. The effect of quantity in the no Flobe condition
across studies was small with a 95% CI nearly overlapping with zero
(d = 0.16), the effect of quantity in the unequal Flobe condition was
medium-sized (d = 0.49), and the effect of quantity in the equal Flobe
condition was very small with a 95% CI overlapping with zero
(d = 0.06). A test of the meta-analytic 2 × 3 interaction was also significant, χ2 = 10.04, p = .007.
These meta-analyses—which included every manipulation of attribute quantity that we ever conducted using the Datefest (i.e., ownpreference) and the other-preference paradigms—bolster two conclusions. First, the average level of Melb in a pool of mates clearly biased
summarized preference judgments, but only when there was a second
quantity Flobe that participants could use as a reference standard.
Second, this conclusion was true for both the own-preference and otherpreference studies; these effects appear to reflect a domain-general
mechanism that applies to the way people form inferences about preferences for attributes.

Flobe were associated with that person's liking for potential partners
(see Supplemental materials Appendices C–F for full details). These
parallel sets of findings evoke the basic self-perception theory principle
that the types of observational and inferential processes that inform
how people come to understand themselves similarly inform how they
come to understand other people (Bem, 1967, 1972; Fazio, 1987). Thus,
taken together, the results of these studies may delineate a domaingeneral inference process that people use to construct judgments about
their own and others' attribute preferences.
6. The big picture: meta-analyses of the Melb quantity effect
across studies
The programmatic nature of our experiments allowed us to shed
light on basic psychological mechanisms while also incorporating direct
replications of several critical effects. Following current best-practice
recommendations for multi-study papers, we conducted single-paper
meta-analyses of all conducted studies that tested the relevant effects to
get a better sense of the overall story conveyed by these data. Assuming
that all studies are included, single-paper meta-analyses help researchers avoid being misled by natural sampling fluctuations across
studies (Braver, Thoemmes, & Rosenthal, 2014; Goh, Hall, & Rosenthal,
2016; McShane & Böckenholt, 2017; Lakens & Etz, 2017; Ledgerwood,
Soderberg, & Sparks, 2017; cf. Vosgerau, Simonsohn, Nelson, &
Simmons, 2018).
First, in order to provide a cumulative picture of the effect of Melb
quantity on judgments of participants' own summarized preferences, we
meta-analyzed the effect of Melb quantity from all the relevant “ownpreference” (i.e., Datefest) studies that we conducted (i.e., Study 2 and
Study 3). The effect sizes were amalgamated to parallel the organization of Study 3 (i.e., a no Flobe condition, an unequal Flobe condition,
and an equal Flobe condition). These three cumulative effect size estimates (d) are presented in Fig. 9. The effect of quantity in the no Flobe
condition across studies was very small with a 95% CI overlapping with
zero (d = −0.04), the effect of quantity in the unequal Flobe condition
was medium-sized (d = 0.36), and the effect of quantity in the equal
Flobe condition was very small (d = 0.05) with a 95% CI overlapping
with zero. A test of the meta-analytic 2 × 3 interaction (i.e., testing
whether these three effect sizes significantly differed from each other)

7. General discussion
People experience and think about attribute preferences in virtually
all domains of life, but the basic inference processes that inform how
people come to know these preferences in the first place are not well
understood. The present research sheds important new light on how
people form summarized preference judgments from functional preferences—the first experimental paradigm to systematically manipulate
preferences for attributes. Participants in these studies (a) experienced
the extent to which an attribute predicted positive responses for a series
of targets (i.e., a functional attribute preference) and then (b) generated
an overall, summary judgment of the preference for that attribute (i.e.,
a summarized preference). Following in the tradition of classic studies

Fig. 9. Meta-analytic effect of quantity manipulation on summarized preferences.
Note: Bars depict 95% confidence interval. Own-preference studies are reported in Studies 1, 2, and 3 of the current article. Other-preference studies are reported in
the Supplemental materials.
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that used imaginary stimuli to illustrate how people initially form stereotypes (e.g., the illusory correlation; Hamilton & Gifford, 1976), the
present studies used imaginary attributes to illuminate how people may
initially infer attribute preferences.
Results revealed that, under certain circumstances (i.e., when participants only had to keep track of a single trait, Melb), participants'
summarized attribute preferences strongly tracked their functional
preferences. However, in Study 1, the inclusion of merely one additional attribute (Flobe) above and beyond the focal attribute (Melb)
added sufficient complexity that summarized and functional preferences began to diverge. This finding provides an intriguing possible
explanation for why the correspondence between functional and summarized preferences may be stronger in studies that ask participants to
evaluate photographs and descriptions of other people (relatively
simple stimuli) rather than live targets in face-to-face interactions (relatively complex stimuli; for reviews, see Eastwick, Finkel, & Simpson,
2019; Eastwick, Luchies, Finkel, & Hunt, 2014; Ledgerwood et al.,
2018).
In Study 2, we saw that in the wake of this divergence between
summarized and functional preferences, a bias reminiscent of the cuedensity bias in the covariation detection literature emerged.
Specifically, the average quantity of a trait in a class of targets influenced summarized preference judgments, independently from the underlying functional preference: Participants in the high complexity
condition inferred stronger summarized preferences for Melb in a target
when the population of targets had a high rather than low amount of
Melb on average. Study 3 suggested that a standard-of-comparison
mechanism provides a plausible explanation for this biasing effect of
attribute quantity (Schwarz & Bless, 2007). Specifically, when participants were tracking multiple traits in a population of targets, they
seemed to spontaneously use one trait as a reference standard against
which to compare the relative importance or weight of another, orthogonal trait. That is, participants inferred stronger summarized preferences for Melb more in a partner when the population of partners had
relatively more Melb relative to Flobe compared to when the population
had less Melb relative to Flobe.

formation; Huang et al., in press).
Another promising avenue for future research is to investigate
whether functional and summarized attribute preferences have distinct
downstream consequences. For example, a summarized preference such
as “I like spaciousness in an apartment” may subsequently lead a person
to tell his realtor to show him only relatively spacious apartments,
thereby systematically restricting his own range of experiences
(Ledgerwood et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019). In other words, summarized preferences may be critical in determining how people select
into novel situations (e.g., which dating website to sign up for, what
kinds of schools to visit when choosing colleges; Kurzban & Weeden,
2007; Motyl, Iyer, Oishi, Trawalter, & Nosek, 2014). Conversely,
functional preferences may be critical in determining people's choices
after they have already had some experience in the relevant situation
(e.g., whether they ask for a second date, what college they choose to
attend after a visiting weekend; Wang et al., 2019).
7.2. Implications for mate preferences
Our studies were originally motivated by a desire to understand
where attribute preferences such as mate preferences come from.
Experimental approaches can prove central to answering such a research question (Spencer, Zanna, & Fong, 2005), and yet experimental
examinations of mate preferences are surprisingly uncommon: Apart
from the studies reported here, there are only three published articles
reporting experiments in which researchers have attempted to change
participants' mate preferences (Eagly, Eastwick, & Johannesen-Schmidt,
2009; Kille, Forest, & Wood, 2013; Nelson & Morrison, 2005). We hope
that our paradigm can serve as a template for future studies to unpack
how people come to arrive at the abstract judgment that they prefer
particular attributes (e.g., “I like intelligence in a partner” or “I desire
attractiveness in a mate”).
7.2.1. Implications of the attribute quantity bias for sex differences
The effect of the quantity manipulation provides a possible new
roadmap for tackling an intriguing conundrum in the (highly) complex
domain where men and women express summarized and functional
preferences for physical attractiveness in real live mates. This literature
contains three well replicated, highly robust findings that have striking
parallels to the current results. First, men and women differ in their
summarized preferences for attractiveness (Buss, 1989). Second, men
and women do not differ in their functional preferences for attractiveness (Eastwick et al., 2014).5 Third, women are perceived (by both
sexes) to be more attractive than men, on average (Eastwick & Smith,
2018; Fletcher, Kerr, Li, & Valentine, 2014; Marcus & Miller, 2003).
These three facts, in conjunction, can be mapped onto the highcomplexity findings in Studies 2 and 3 to suggest a possible socialcognitive explanation for these real-world patterns: Participants who
encountered high levels of Melb in the pool of potential mates inferred a
stronger summarized preference than participants who encountered
low levels of Melb, even though functional preferences were identical.
In parallel, people who encounter high levels of attractiveness in the
pool of potential mates (i.e., men evaluating women) may infer a
stronger summarized preference for attractiveness than people who
encounter low levels of attractiveness (i.e., women evaluating men),
even though functional preferences for attractiveness are identical. Of
course, further research would be required to build a bridge from the
carefully controlled, stripped-down context of the current studies to the

7.1. Implications for research on covariation detection and preferences
The present article primarily drew from covariation detection perspectives to illuminate the formation of attitudes toward novel attributes. At the same time, however, our results can also offer new contributions to the covariation detection literature. First, our metaanalytic results suggested that the biasing effect of attribute quantity
(akin to the cue-density bias in the covariation detection literature;
Vadillo et al., 2016) disappeared when participants needed to track
only a single attribute, whereas the cue-density bias can emerge for
categorical cues even under such simple conditions (e.g., Perales et al.,
2005; Vadillo et al., 2011). This finding therefore suggests that there
may be important but understudied differences in how people make
inferences from categorical versus continuous cues. Second, to our
knowledge, the comparative mechanism documented in Studies 2 and 3
has not been studied with respect to the cue-density bias in covariation
detection. It is therefore possible that, in a symptom-disease covariation
detection task (Smedslund, 1963) for example, participants may overestimate the diagnosticity of a continuous symptom (e.g., severity of a
rash) to the extent that it is more salient than a second continuous
symptom (e.g., amount of coughing), even if both symptoms have
identical predictive power. In other words, participants may make errors in their attempts to simplify the complex world of continuous attributes that they would not make if presented with binary attributes
(see also Fisher & Keil, 2018). Future covariation detection research
might consider examining continuous attributes in greater detail,
especially given the many life domains where continuous attributes are
common (e.g., health; Chow et al., 2019; person perception, Freytag,
2003; consumer preferences; Lawless & Heymann, 2010; friendship

5
On occasion, Eastwick et al. (2014) has been mischaracterized as documenting a disconnect between summarized attribute preferences and mate
choice (e.g., Gerlach et al., 2019). In fact, the Eastwick et al. (2014) metaanalysis reviewed 95 studies on functional attribute preferences for two attributes (i.e., attractiveness and earning potential) and found that these two
functional preferences were not sex differentiated.
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real-world mating domain. The striking parallels between lab and real
world suggest such research could prove very fruitful; indeed, the social-cognitive explanation described here is, to our knowledge, the most
parsimonious explanation proposed thus far that could account for the
summarized versus functional discrepancy in men's and women's preferences for attractiveness (Eastwick et al., 2014).6
How exactly might the standard-of-comparison mechanism documented here operate in the mating domain? Consider that men and
women are similar on myriad traits, any of which could serve as reference standards in real life (Hyde, 2005). Our findings suggest that
people might spontaneously use any such trait (e.g., gregariousness;
d = 0.07, Feingold, 1994) as a standard against which to judge the
value of a trait such as attractiveness. In other words, one possible
reason that men say they have a stronger summarized preference for
attractiveness than women is because they tend to evaluate a population of partners (i.e., women) who are more attractive than they are
gregarious, whereas women evaluate a population of partners (i.e., men)
who are less attractive than they are gregarious.
Some scholars of human mating may find it strange that mate preferences for traits would reflect such seemingly irrational influences
(Fletcher et al., 2014; Gerlach, Arslan, Schultze, Reinhard, & Penke,
2019). Yet if we make the modest assertion that people learn about
their own mate preferences by observing how a trait covaries with their
liking judgments, then the covariation detection literature unambiguously suggests that there is potential for people to be biased by
information other than the contingency of interest (Vadillo et al.,
2016)—including, perhaps, arbitrary referents (Bless & Schwarz, 2010;
Moskowitz & Skurnik, 1999). Importantly, the standard-of-comparison
account suggests novel and empirically testable predictions in the
mating domain: For example, irrespective of any true underlying
functional preference sex difference, the extent to which (a) women are
considered to be higher than men on a particular trait on average
should be associated with (b) the size of the sex difference in the
summarized preference for that trait.

Alternatively, one could argue that the present paradigm is too artificial to tell us anything useful about the learning and abstraction
process that underlies real-life reports of mate preferences. Perhaps
when people vividly and viscerally experience liking for a potential
partner, the process of translating a functional to a summarized preference differs from the process we documented here. Indeed, one
fruitful direction for future research will be to probe the generalizability of the present findings to increasingly realistic interpersonal
settings. But at the same time, the consistent application of an ecological validity criterion for accepting a study as useful for understanding
mate preferences would force one to disregard most of the vignette and
hypothetical studies in which summarized preferences have their
strongest predictive validity (e.g., see Eastwick et al., 2014, 2019 for
reviews). In our view, it is important to study the consequences of mate
preferences even if those consequences are most evident under tightly
controlled circumstances, just as it is important to study how people
form mate preferences in the first place under tightly controlled circumstances.
7.3. Limitations and future directions
We think these studies provide important initial evidence that a
domain-general covariation detection mechanism may have relevance
for understanding how people learn their summarized attribute preferences, including summarized preferences for attributes in a mate.
However, it is possible that our findings apply to the way people form
preferences for attributes generally speaking but not mate preferences
in particular; after all, classic evolutionary psychological perspectives
posit that mating processes will be governed by an array of domainspecific adaptations (Buss, 1995). Our approach interrogates the theoretical assumption that the mating mind largely consists of specialized
mental machinery, and we explicitly recommend that scholars test the
extent to which basic, domain-general mental processes may also play a
role in how people make decisions in the mating domain (e.g., Huang
et al., in press). Nevertheless, it is possible that domain-specific mechanisms would qualify the findings we report here, especially given
that participants had no expectation that they would need to rely on
their summarized preferences to make judgments or decisions in the
future, the way they would with real-world mate preferences.
It is also worth noting that for the standard-of-comparison process
described here to apply in more externally valid contexts, people would
need to spontaneously compare different attributes without the aid of
numerical scale values (e.g., “this person's stand-out quality is really her
high intelligence,” or “what sticks out most about him is his humor,
more so than any other trait”). People certainly engage in such comparisons when thinking about themselves—that is, it is easy for people
to identify traits that characterize the self more than other traits
(Mueller, Thompson, & Dugan, 1986). Given that people can and do
think about traits in the context of other traits (see also Hamilton &
Zanna, 1974), it seems plausible that one trait may often “stand out”
relative to other traits (e.g., when a person is especially intelligent but
not very funny or nice), thereby enhancing the salience of the trait just
like other forms of trait distinctiveness (Nelson & Miller, 1995;
Skowronski & Carlston, 1989; Taylor & Fiske, 1978). Future research
could also examine the extent to which escalating complexity beyond
two simultaneously encountered attributes further attenuates participants' abilities and produces effect sizes that approximate those observed when people evaluate people evaluate online dating partners
and/or face-to-face partners.

7.2.2. Connecting summarized preferences for Melb to real-world mate
preferences
Building on longstanding theoretical accounts suggesting that
people often learn about their attitudes through their life experiences
(Bem, 1972; Fazio, 1987), we examined whether a similar kind of experiential learning process could explain the formation of summarized
attribute preferences. Of course, it is possible that real-life mate preferences more closely resemble an instinct, and people are predisposed
to find certain attributes desirable or undesirable without the need for
an elaborate inference and abstraction process like the one implicated
in these studies. But if any component of human mate preferences were
to fit such a description, it would be the functional preference: the extent
to which an attribute drives a person's experienced evaluation of partners that vary along that attribute dimension. That is, people might feel
more aroused in the presence of attractive (vs. unattractive) people
without extensive learning, just as they experience a fear of snakes
without extensive learning (Öhman & Mineka, 2003). In order to make
an abstract judgment like “I like physical attractiveness in a partner” (or
“I am afraid of snakes”), people should have to learn and make inferences from those experienced evaluations, and it is this psychological
process that our studies examined.
6
This mechanism might also apply to gay men and lesbian women. First, the
summarized preference sex difference for attractiveness is the same: Gay men
have higher preferences for attractiveness than lesbian women (West, Popp, &
Kenny, 2008). Second, as gay men become immersed in gay subculture, they
may encounter populations of potential partners who are more concerned about
physical appearance; the reverse may be true for lesbian women (Morrison,
Morrison, & Sager, 2004; Siever, 1994). Nevertheless, this explanation for the
preferences of gay men and lesbian women remains speculative.

7.4. Conclusion
These studies examined the process by which people translate their
experienced evaluative responses in the world—their functional preferences—into overall, summary judgments. Few studies have examined the intersection of these two different kinds of preferences,
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largely because they tend to occupy different literatures (e.g., functional preferences are studied in the consumer products and nonhuman
mating literatures; summarized preferences are studied in the human
mate preferences literature; Ledgerwood et al., 2018). We offered a
fresh experimental approach to understanding functional and summarized preferences by applying perspectives and methods from several
related but distinct literatures—social cognition (Schwarz & Bless,
2007; Sherif & Hovland, 1961), covariation detection (Alloy &
Tabachnik, 1984), and human mating (Eastwick et al., 2014). We found
that the generation of an abstract, summary judgment about the desirability of an attribute may require a somewhat involved inferential
process. As a part of this process, people consider the underlying
functional attribute preference (i.e., the extent to which the attribute
inspires liking), but they also consider extraneous information, such as
the quantity of a trait in the population. Future research on attitudes
toward attributes—including the widely studied topic of mate preferences—may benefit from continuing to borrow both theory and
paradigms from the corpus of work on social cognition and covariation
detection.
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